Abstra t
In [8℄, Avramov and Bu hweitz proved that for nitely generated modules M and N over a
omplete interse tion lo al ring R, ExtiR (M; N ) = 0 for all i  0 implies ExtiR (N; M ) = 0 for all
i  0. In the rst hapter, we give some generalizations of this result. Indeed we prove the above
mentioned result when (1) M is nitely generated and N is arbitrary, (2) M is arbitrary and N
has nite length and (3) M is omplete and N is nitely generated.
In the se ond hapter, we investigate the niteness of Ext-indi es for ertain ring extensions. In
this dire tion, we introdu e some onje tures and dis uss the relationships among them. We also
prove these onje tures in some spe ial ases. Furthermore, we prove that the trivial extension of an
Artinian lo al ring by its residue lass eld is always of nite Ext-index, and prove a generalization
of the Auslander-Reiten onje ture for this type of ring.
In the third hapter, we prove some other results about vanishing of Ext. Let M be a nitely
generated module over a lo al ring R of hara teristi p > 0. If depth(R) = s, then the property that M has nite proje tive dimension an be hara terized by the vanishing of the fun tor
ExtiR (M; f n R) for s + 1 onse utive values i > 0 and for in nitely many n. In addition, if R is a ddimensional omplete interse tion ring, then M has nite proje tive dimension an be hara terized
by the vanishing of the fun tor ExtiR (M; f n R) for some i  d and some n > 0.
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